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Bezos Investigation Finds the Saudis Obtained His Private Data
The National Enquirer’s lawyer tried to get me to say there was no
hacking.
thedailybeast.com
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“Our investigators and several experts concluded with high confidence that the Saudis had access to

Bezos’ phone, and gained private information. As of today, it is unclear to what degree, if any, AMI was

aware of the details.”

Some Americans will be surprised to learn that the Saudi government has been very intent on harming

Jeff Bezos since last October, when the Post began its relentless coverage of Khashoggi’s murder.

Ffs I’m still in Epstein Barr mode so enjoy the highlights. My brain won’t allow for full thread. 🤣 
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Wait. Epstein Barr. That’s a virus isn’t it? 

Fitting.

Fine... 

FYI AMI, your lies telegraphed the truth.

Much was made about a recent front-page story in the WSJ, fingering Michael Sanchez as the Enquirer’s

source—but that information was first published almost seven weeks ago by The Daily Beast, after

“multiple sources inside AMI” told The Beast the exact same thing.

The actual news in the Journal article was that its reporters were able to confirm a claim Michael Sanchez

had been making:  

 

🚨It was the Enquirer who first contacted Michael Sanchez about the affair, not the other way around.

AMI has repeatedly insisted they had only one source on their Bezos story, but the Journal reports that

when the Enquirer began conversations with Michael Sanchez...they had ***“already been investigating

whether Mr. Bezos and Ms. Sanchez were having an affair.”

Michael Sanchez has since confirmed to Page Six that when the Enquirer contacted him back in July,

they had already “seen text exchanges” between the couple.

If accurate, the WSJ and Page Six stories would mean, clearly and obviously, that the initial information

came from other channels—another source or method.

Why did AMI’s people work so hard to identify a source, and insist to the New York Times and others

that he was their sole source for everything?
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AMI sent them an 8p contact to sign 

required they make a public statement, composed by AMI 

 

then widely disseminated, saying the investigation concluded they hadn’t relied upon  

 

🚨“any form of electronic eavesdropping or hacking in their news-gathering process.”
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Um. Wut.  

 

They never publicly said anything about electronic eavesdropping or hacking—

AMI also wanted them to say the story was not ... 

 

“instigated, dictated or influenced in any manner by external forces, political or otherwise.”  

 

External forces? Such a strange phrase.
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Omg the sarcasm is awesome.
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K so AMI/Pecker DEFINITELY did not go after Bezos bc external forces instigated it by using electronic

eavesdropping or hacking devices while being influenced by political forces. Got it. �
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